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Apex/Vertex Counter (Open/Closed) Bowl Terminal Ball terminal
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any linear element

the top and bottom points 
where two strokes meet

opening at the end of an 
open counter

any vertical stroke

curved stroke 
attached to stem

open: partially enclosed 
interior white space

extends across a stem

decorative stroke

short line/ stroke on open 
ends of letter

closed: fully enclosed 
interior white space

enclosed horisontal stroke

bottom of stem 
rest on baseline

curvious stroke 
continous of stem

closed, round/ oval curve

two or more letters joint as 
one character

Horicontal stroke connected 
to stem at only one end

short downwards stroke

end of stroke wich 
is not a serif

embellishment that 
connects a ligature

arises above the x-height

where a stroke 
meets a stem

terminal that is 
circular in shape

logogram, ligature of “et”

M

Type face vs. Font
Back in the days of metal type and printing presses, fonts 
and typefaces were two different things — the typeface was 
the specific design of the letters, say Times New Roman or 
Baskerville; while the font referred to the particular size or 
style of that typeface, say 10 point regular or 24 point italic 
(each created as its own collection of cast metal letters 
and other characters). Today, however, many designers use 
the terms more or less interchangeably. The best and most 
straightforward modern definition I’ve run across (courtesy 
of Fontshop) goes as follows:

“A collection of letters, numbers, punctuation, and other 
symbols used to set text (or related) matter. Although font 
and typeface are often used interchangeably, font refers to 
the physical embodiment (whether it’s a case of metal pieces 
or a computer file) while typeface refers to the design (the 
way it looks). A font is what you use, and a typeface is what 
you see.”

From CANVA, Janie Kliever

The characters in the chart are all 
from the type face “Calendas Plus”

X-height



1.  Make clear where to start and end
 Clear navigation is key to a good experience

2.  Rule of proximity 
 Make up visual groups

3.  Prioritize
 Let the most important stick out visually 

4.  Font size is measured in points, make sure your 
 leading is at least 3 points(pt) more than the font size 
 EX: This is the font ITC Officina 10 pt/13 pt
 We organize letters into word pictures, when we read.  
 If the line spacing are too tight, the word pictures get  
 confused

5. Never make a line longer than 65 units
 Units meaning letters, spaces and symbols
 EX:

6. Does size matter?
 As we know, it does. Who are your target group? If they  
 are school children or elderly, not smaller than 11 pt

 EX: 12 pt/16 pt 
 Who are your target group? If they are school  
 children or elderly, not smaller than 11 pt

7. DON’T SHOUT
 IT IS HARD TO READ A LONG PARAGRAPH WRITTEN IN  
 CAPITAL LETTERS. THE DIFFERENCE IN THE HEIGHT
 OF EACH LETTER HELPS THE READER TO NAVIGATE. USE  
 CAPITAL LETTERS ONLY IN SMALL QUANTITIES 

8. Use bold as text garniture
 Long paragraphs in bold letters seem heavy an 
 inaccessible for the readers. Use bold only to 
 emphasize headlines etc never an entire body text.
 Long paragraphs in bold letters seem heavy an 
 inaccessible for the readers. Use bold only to 
 emphasize headlines etc never an entire body text.

9. And more size
 Rule of thumb: no more than 3 font sizes in one publica- 
 tion. Make sure there is enough difference between the  
 sizes or it will just look like you made an error.

 Headline Calendas plus 30 pt

 Subheading  Calendas plus 15 pt

 Body text body text body text Calendas plus 9 pt

10. Watch out for colored backgrounds
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 You can however go down in  
 size if your column width is  
 very small. This is ITC Officina  
 9 pt/11 pt

 9 units: Saccades:
 65 units: Horizontal eye movement in reading. Left-to-right movement may be
 96 units: seen as “upstairs”, and right-to-left saccades are clear. Skilled readers move their eyes during
  109 units: reading on the average of every quarter of a second. During the time that the eye is fixated, new information 

typographical rules of thumb

Frutiger - grotesque/ sans serif
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Bodoni - antiqua/ serif
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
Watch out for coloured backgrounds
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There are millions of typefaces, but choosing the right 
one is not always an easy task

Make sure it’s an all round typeface, which will suit your 
different design requirements. Many free fonts come only in 
a limited edition or are only suited for headlines. When you 
choose your typeface, stick with it, do not mix and match 
unless you have a good reason.

What type are you?

Plastic Surgery

With over 30 years of experience in cosmetic 
treatments, our range of Plastic and Cosmetic 

Surgery procedures have been designed to give you 
the safest and most effective results to meet your 

satisfaction.

Clive Anderson
Plastic surgeon

Welcome to Wallingford Rugbyclub
Playing in the Berks, Bucks and Oxon league division 2, 

we have strong squad numbers but with work, school and college 
commitments we are always looking for new players. So if you are 
looking to play rugby for the scocial side or want to continue your 
development towards senior rugby then come along to training on a 
Tuesday or Thursday evening at 7.30 or follow us on facebook.

BUNDLES OF FUN FOR EVERYONE

Having a party or event? Let us add to the fun and 
excitement and help make your special event one to 
be remembered for years to come. 

Contact: 0433 799 730 
www.bundlesoffunforeveryone.com

Would you undergo a cosmetic procedure by Clive the plastic 
surgeon?

Would you hire a clown for your daughters birthday party 
from this bundle of fun?

Wallingford rugby club have embraced their feminine side

Display fonts:

abcdefghijklmnopqzxy 
abcdefghijklmnopqzxy
abcdefghijklmnopqzxy
abcdefghijklmnopqzxy
abcdefghijklmnopqzxy

Working fonts:
I used ITC Officina for this document. When choosing a 
typeface family make sure it has enough fonts to supply you 
with the styles and strengths you need.



This Little Piggy Belong to the Devil
Psychological thriller by Vincent A

Encyclopedia of Perennials
The Royal Horticultural Society

The Wild Women of The Wild West
By Jonah Winter

Style Me Pretty - Wedding 
Inspiration and Ideas for an Unforgettable Celebration

The Case for Mars
The Plan to Settle and Why We Must

The World Press Photo Book
Documenting the World

The Yellow Submarine
Sixties Poster Art

Little Book of the:

Rugby World Cup
THE THIRD BATTALION
The War in Iraq

Fun and Fancy Cross-Stitch
by Ondori 

Princesses, Fairies & Ballerinas
Cute & Easy Cake Toppers for Any Princess Party 

Shakespeare’s  Love Sonnets
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You know the type!
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Good news for the graphic designer: 80%-75% of readers see 
the artwork or photos. Unfortunately only 25% go on to read 
the entire article

Research show how readers scan a text. You really have to invite 
your reader in. This example is for print, but some of the same 
rules apply for web. All though you have no problem with space, 
you still have to capture your costumers or clients attention with 
visuals and interesting excerpts. 
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Headline is an important tool

Cutlines invite the 
reader in.
A survey shows 
how we read a page 
in a newspaper or 
magazine.
Only 25% get to 
read everything

Briefs and resumés help your reader to 
understand what you’re writing about and 
should ignite their interest

This is the body text magnia 
solor suntissi officii squidis 
illa quasperia alicia veliq vel-
laut lit, assed 
quasi bla do-
lor rerit aut 
quiatur, cup-
tas voleces eicil ma rit aut 
quiatlit, assed quasi bla dolo

Subheaders are very useful
sitectius dolupta temporest 
veribuscia quam, que natiasi 

nullaccum faccus duci int 
lam consedit maximusam, 
officia volupta tibusci enda-

eris que con consequ 
atiunt ilignis sequa-
mus repudi nitint 
aut audignatem re 

et posa sae di cus sum quam 
autatem reictur ibusaePidel 
moluptatis sam aut in cul-
pario quiatur? Lissimus ent 
nihitium quo eos et, imus 
vollab imi, qui cone plaborp 

orrumque voloressumet mil-
lor magnis molorpos mi, 
quam fugitaBit reiciis asin-
venimint der

Subheaders are very useful 
lunt, conet quid quisquam 
experupta sus non nienis 
nes quibust et idesequi tem 
remodic ientur?Necus se-
cepudam faccum, quamusci 
cori volo omnist erchit mi, 
officturem rat est escia. ❒

HERE YOU 
PUT A TEASER 
AND A QOUTE
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Santa Claus 

Santa Claus, also known as Saint Nicholas, Father 
Christmas, Kris Kringle and simply “Santa”, is a mythi-
cal figure with legendary, historical and folkloric origins 
who, in many Western cultures, is said to bring gifts to 
the homes of the good children on 24 December, the 
night before Christmas Day. However, in some European 
countries children receive their presents on St. Nicholas’ 
Day, either the 6th or 19th of December.

The modern figure of Santa Claus is derived from the 
Dutch figure of Sinterklaas, whose name is a 

dialectal pronunciation of Saint Nicholas, 
the historical Greek bishop and gift-giver 
of Myra. During the Christianization of 
Germanic Europe, this figure may have ab-
sorbed elements of the god Odin, who was 
associated with the Germanic pagan mid-
winter event of Yule and led the Wild Hunt, 
a ghostly procession through the sky.

Santa Claus is generally depicted as a portly, joyous, 
white-bearded man—sometimes with spectacles—wear-
ing a red coat with white collar and cuffs, white-cuffed 
red trousers, and black leather belt and boots and who 
carries a bag full of gifts for children. Images of him 
rarely have a beard with no moustache. This image 
became popular in the United States and Canada in the 
19th century due to the significant influence of the 
1823 poem “A Visit From St. Nicholas” and of caricatur-
ist and political cartoonist Thomas Nast. This image has 
been maintained and reinforced through song, radio, 
television, children’s books and films.

1 picture says more than a 1.000 words



“The key difference between pixel and vector based graphics 
is how the image is structured. Pixel based graphics are 
made up from lots of tiny physical squares (or ‘pixels’) where 
as vector graphics are mapped out using mathematical 
equations which calculate where the edges of the shapes sit 
in relation to one another.

As an example; fonts are always created using vectors so 
that the colours can be changed efficiently and the symbol 
can be easily scaled up to any size without losing quality. 
In contrast, digital photographs are always made up of 
pixels, which allows for a much more efficient blending of 
the colours as each physical pixel block can be coloured 
individually – rather than each shape being mapped out and 
filled with a gradient, as it would have to be if it were made 
up using vectors.

In a lot of cases, the format of a graphic can be identified 
quickly by it’s file extension – files ending in .AI or .EPS are 
vector based graphics, where as files ending in .JPG, .BMP or 
.PNG will always be pixel based graphics. There are some file 
extensions (such as .PDF) that overlap in this area  and the 
quickest way to check without access to graphics software 
is to zoom into the image as far as you can – if the image 
doesn’t lose quality then it is almost certainly a vector based 
graphic.”

Ad the courtesy of Stina Jones
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File formats - Pixel vs. Vector
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Times new Roman - pixel

Verdana - pixel

Times new Roman - vector

For logo’s you use vector graph-
ics which you can scale endlessly

Digital photos consist of coloured squares. 
Resolution is measured in pixel pr. inch. Your screen show 72 
px pr. inch. Your home printer need between 150-250, and 
the Offset print 300 px pr. inch.

Verdana - vector

Fonts designed for web 
are more robust



Colours are a very complex subject
Our perceptions are “coloured” by biology, culture and 
our personal preferences.

1. Biological
We have the most sensory cells for red colour (64%), and 
green (34%). Blue only accounts for 2%. 

1. Cultural
There is great diversity in the use of colours and their asso-
ciations between cultures. Eg. black has symbolized death in 
the western world, but in Hebrew it’s the colour white. 
In the west we get married in white, but in china the bride 
is in red. 

3. Individual 
We all have colours we like and dislike for subjective rea-
sons. And we are also influenced by fashions and trends, 
which changes constantly.

CMYK  colours
CMYK is a colour space for 4 colour printing. It consists of:
CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK
If you mix them all together you get black.

You can also add special colours to your printing like the one 
in the Pantone system. 

The colours are made of pigment/ inks.

RGB colours
RGB colours is the colour space used for screens (computers, 
tablets, phones, televisions). The colours are the light in 
your screen. They are:
RED GREEN BLUE
If you mix them all together, you get white. You have to 
watch out when you use colours on the internet, they might 
sometimes show up differently in different browsers.
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It’s all about COLOUR
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Primary colours

Secondary colours



Have a logo
A logo is a brilliant way to communicate in a simple iconic 
way, who you are and what you represent.
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Love your logo
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something
Saucy}

SOMETHING SAUCY A FOODIE COMMUNITY

Nordic 
Financial 
Union



Choose the style of illustration that suit your message
Depending on your messages, your target group, the purpose 
of the illustration.

1.  The technical illustration detailed, instructive and 
 informative. Info graphics with graphs, charts etc. 

2.  An illustration designed specifically for you to   
 break up text and set a style or mood
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What illustrates you?
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What Women Want 

New shoes
really?

A bag to match 

Time to read a book

Beauty
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www.violasky.dk kontakt@violasky.dk

So feminine 
nothing else is needed

www.violasky.dk ❤ Foto Flemming Leitorp ❤ Grafik Yellowmellow

Design Sonja W. Christensen
Adr. Frederiksvej 58, 4 tv 
DK 2000 Frederiksberg
Phone +45 2511 0482
Mail viola@violasky.dk

CVR 3385 4854
www.violasky.dk

6 Letterhead7 Business card

7 Packaging

6 Hantags

7 Post card

7 Catalogues 

Why branding?


